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Message
from the Editorial
H

appy New Year! We wish all our readers a
wonderful, prosperous and healthy Year

2020.

This year marks the 250th anniversary of
Ludwig van Beethoven. For this occasion, pianist
Tamami Honma will complete her recording
project for Beethoven’s thirty-five piano sonatas
and take part in a series of celebratory concerts.
In her interview, we will find out more about this
project and what is special about her recordings
compared to those currently available. She will
offer a glimpse on her experience and thoughts on
Beethoven’s music.
Last October, Gabriel Prokofiev, the
grandson of the Russian-Soviet composer Sergei
Prokofiev, visited Hong Kong and performed
his works at several local concert venues. In
particular, he collaborated with The TimeCrafters,
a music ensemble, and together, brought to the
city some very interesting contemporary music.

Composer Luis Andrei Cobo also
contributed a fascinating piece on film music. In
the summer of 2019, he gave an engaging lecture
to our young musicians during a music tour in
New York on the same topic. We are glad that he
kindly agreed to provide a written record with
illustrations in Vantage to share his interesting
findings with our readers.
Last but not least, we have included an
article from Dr. Colin Huehns from the Royal
Academy of Music. There, he examined musical
accompaniments and ancient performance
practice using two poems from The Nine Songs
by Qu Yuan, a Chinese poet and politician who
lived in the Warring States period more than two
thousand years ago.
We are grateful to all the musicians and
scholars who contributed wonderful contents to
Vantage!
Vantage Music Editorial Board
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2
Tamami Honma on
Beethoven
Vantage Music | California | November 2019
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Japanese-American pianist, Tamami Honma, is releasing
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a ground-breaking recording of the complete 35
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Beethoven Piano Sonatas based on the latest research
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incorporated in the critical edition by the Beethoven
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Lithuania for acting as their cultural ambassador after

Art will set a new standard by not only bringing these

they gained independence from the USSR in 1991 which

new discoveries to our ears for the first time but also by

facilitated their entry into the European Union.

including Beethoven’s first three piano sonatas, written
at the dawn of his career as a composer. Although
some artists have made separate recordings of these
early sonatas, surprisingly most previous “complete”
recordings have ignored these early works. Yet as Ms.
Honma explains in this Vantage interview, they are an
essential part of understanding Beethoven’s incredible
journey as one of the world’s giants in western music.
Ms. Honma is firmly rooted in the great romantic
and classical traditions, having studied piano
performance extensively in New York City under the
legendary Byron Janis, who in turn was a student of
Vladimir Horowitz. She then moved to London to
pursue her Master’s degree, then became a faculty
member in the academic department at the Royal
Academy of Music in London for several years before
joining the vocal and ensemble coaching staff at the
San Francisco Conservatory of Music and becoming
a staff collaborative pianist at Stanford University’s
Department of Music. She is in great demand as a soloist
and just in the past year she performed Rachmaninoff
Piano Concertos 3 & 4, Britten’s Piano Concerto,
Tchaikovsky’s Piano Concerto No. 1 and Gershwin’s
Rhapsody in Blue with orchestras in the San Francisco
Bay Area.
Ms. Honma is renowned both as a performer
and a recording artist. Her energetic and sensitive
renditions of works both famous and less well known
have attracted widespread praise, as a soloist at Bolshoi
Hall with the Moscow Radio Symphony Orchestra, at
Carnegie Hall - ‘an eloquent, powerful performance’
(New York Times), and at Wigmore Hall in London ‘an interpretation that was probably as transparent
and faithful to the Goldberg Variations as it’s possible
to be on a modern piano’ (Music & Vision). She has
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In this interview, we sat down with Ms. Honma to
find out more about her new Beethoven project and her
goals for the future.

V: You recorded quite a few CDs including two
acclaimed discs of works by Chopin and discs featuring
20th century composers John McCabe and Alan
Rawsthorne some 20 years ago. Now you are returning to
the recording studio with what promises to be a landmark
project to release the complete 35 Beethoven Piano
Sonatas for this year’s 250th anniversary of Beethoven’s
birth. What made you decide to take on this ambitious
project?
T: I think the first recording of piano music I ever
heard that I felt really moved by was on my mother’s
record-player in Japan when she was playing recordings by
Wilhelm Kempff and Artur Schnabel. She had recordings
of the then “complete” thirty-two Beethoven Sonatas by
both of them and I really enjoyed listening to them - and
I still do. But you know, as a child, you don’t think that’s
something you yourself are actually going to do one day
(make your own recording) — it seems like such an epic
undertaking. You just think that’s something great that
other people have done. Yet just like every student learning
how to play the piano, my teachers frequently gave me
some Beethoven piece to work on. I can’t remember a
time when I didn’t have a work by Beethoven to study.
And over time I guess I had ended up performing a lot
of them without necessarily having an end in mind such
as playing them as a complete cycle myself one day. At
the Royal Academy of Music in London the main focus
of my Master’s degree was Beethoven aesthetics. The
first part of the year centered on the dialectic between
classical and romantic elements in Beethoven’s music
and his compositional process, and in my second year I
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At the presidential palace in Lithuania, Tamami was awarded a medal by the former
President Adamkus of Lithuania for acting as their cultural ambassador (2004).

conducted comparative studies on tempo modifications in
performance practice, across various editions, and writings by
his contemporaries (later published as an article in the journal
Arietta by the Beethoven Society of Europe).
After taking time out to raise a family, during this hiatus
away from performances, I had time to reflect on what I would
like to do next. I felt that I really wanted to know more about
Beethoven and as luck would have it, in recent years, I was
asked by various conductors and orchestras to play many of
Beethoven’s piano works such as the five Piano Concertos, the
Triple Concerto, and the Choral Fantasy while also working on
the 9th Symphony with the San Jose Symphonic Choir across
several years (I’m their rehearsal pianist and effectively their
orchestra on the piano for performances on occasion). As
assistant conductor, I also led sectionals and sometimes even
participated as a soprano or alto in many of the large works
they presented, so I got to know these choral works in more
depth through this process. Then a few years ago I put on a
series of concerts called “Beethoven Odyssey” that featured all
of the piano sonatas and then all of the violin sonatas. I have
also performed all of the cello sonatas and many of his other
chamber music works involving the piano. I have often been
invited to coach voice, other instruments and ensembles in
various higher institutions, so through those experiences as
well, I had the chance to work from perspectives other than
that of a pianist so that has given me invaluable insights when
reading piano parts again.
At a certain point I really felt more confident about
Beethoven to bring something new to recordings of the
8 Vantage | January 2020 | Vol. 5 No. 2

piano sonatas. The fact that it would be Beethoven’s 250th
anniversary was almost accidental in arriving at this
culmination. But there’s an additional fortuitous circumstance
to my decision to record the complete sonatas — Professor
Barry Cooper is a musicologist in the UK who has written
books about Beethoven and is someone who I have much
enjoyed reading over the years. His critical edition of the
Beethoven Piano Sonatas published by the Associated Board
of the Royal College of Music came out about ten years ago but
I am not sure how widely it has been used for recordings. He
has done an amazing job in drawing upon all of the available
sources for the sonatas and correcting numerous mistakes
that have made their way into previous editions. So it seemed
like the perfect time to make a new recording of these works
that takes into account all of the latest scholarship on the
composer’s intentions.
V: One thing that will also distinguish your new
collection is the fact that it is the first truly complete
collection. When other people talk about the complete
sonatas, they mean the 32 works that have opus numbers. But
in your collection, you are including the three sonatas without
opus - three sonatas Beethoven wrote when he was only
twelve. Presumably people dismissed these works in the past
as perhaps not worthy compared to his mature works. What’s
your feeling about that?
T: I feel that people have been far too dismissive of
these works. I took my cue, in part, from Dr. Cooper who
included the three youthful sonatas in his edition of the 35
complete sonatas. And in his wonderful commentary on all

of the sonatas, he makes the point that there is really little
justification for excluding these works from a complete
collection. When people talk about the 32 Sonatas as being
complete they are, of course, including the two little Opus 49
“Leichte” Sonatas which Beethoven wrote in his early twenties
as a commission for friends or students, but at the time he
didn’t think they were worthy of publishing. It was his brother
Carl, who arranged for these works to be published many
years later. Carl, for a time, helped the great composer with
his business dealings, and saw this as an easy way to make
some money. So despite Beethoven’s misgivings, these two
works were eventually published. These two “Light” Sonatas
are shorter and less complicated than the three teenage sonatas
that people have widely ignored. The three early sonatas also
contain numerous hints of the things that were to come. The
second sonata has some revealing passages - remarkable for
a 12-year old - that foreshadow the opening structure and
even one of the main themes of the Pathétique. The second
movement of the same sonata even contains hints of the fugal
theme that Beethoven deployed in Op 110, the penultimate
sonata that he wrote towards the end of his life. So if we
include the “Light” Sonatas – and don’t get me wrong, these
two works are still very fine and very much worth listening
to – why not the three earlier ones? The other point I would
make is that the 32 Sonatas already encompass much of
Beethoven’s musical career from his early days in Vienna
when he was in his early twenties to his late period at the
end of his life. They offer a fantastic window to Beethoven’s
development as a composer. So why exclude the opening
chapter of his life where we can see the seeds of the ideas that
came into full flower later on? In fact, among all of Beethoven’s
works, the complete set of the piano sonatas offers the most
comprehensive view of how Beethoven’s style changed over the
years. So to exclude the very beginnings of this story doesn’t
make much sense.
V: Given your aspiration to return to Beethoven’s
original intentions, what do you make of the argument about
his metronome markings sometimes being unrealistic? He
set a tempo for the first movement of the extremely difficult
Hammerklavier Sonata, for example, at a speed that has been
described as unplayable. What did you decide about that?
T: I touched on this in the paper I wrote about the
subject of tempo modifications for the Beethoven Society of
Europe when I was still a student some 20 years ago. There’s
something called “com’e scritto” – “as it is written” – that
Toscanini was big on. It came from a time when Stravinsky
had said that all his markings, including metronome markings,
had to be strictly followed: ‘It must be this way’, he would say
very authoritatively, and everyone had to go with that. These

two were musical giants so, of course, everyone listened and
began to read music more through this type of lens. People
took their words so seriously to the point that we started
believing that that is the way all composers wanted their music
performed. But not all composers meant for us to adhere to
one number or to every marking - music is so much more than
that: it needs to breathe. Moreover, playing without flexibility
doesn’t agree with the Romantic style of interpretation, with
what we have on recordings nor with what was written by
contemporaries about the performance practice of the day.
To paraphrase Ferruccio Busoni, the written score is already
a transcription of the original music that the composer hears
in his mind, and it’s up to the performer to help realize and
complete the compositional process.
Regarding Beethoven’s metronome indications, the
only ones he provided in the piano sonatas were in the
Hammerklavier, Op 106. And the opening movement tempo
of minim/half note = 138 is indeed very fast but it’s well known
that Beethoven also said in another work that his metronome
markings should only apply to the opening bars. So while
the opening bars of the Hammerklavier are playable at his
suggested speed, it’s not unreasonable to take other passages a
little slower. Dr. Cooper also suggests that Beethoven may have
simply misread his metronome and that he intended a figure
of 108, which would have been more compatible with the
Allegro marking for this movement. So we simply don’t know
for sure and because of this I think it’s okay to play the opening
declamatory statement at the fast speed but apply freedom and
space as was probably intended elsewhere. Also it would be
well advised not to rush through Beethoven’s denser fugues
such as those in the Hammerklavier, because opting for a
tempo that is too fast can risk obscuring the listener’s ability to
hear the interesting motion of the independent voices. There’s
a lot for a player to consider before they become too fixated on
making artistic choices that revolve solely around prioritizing
one tempo number.
I do think it’s important to observe and to try to make
sense of Beethoven’s phrasing, articulation, dynamics and
pedal markings. Barry Cooper’s edition of the Beethoven
Sonatas provides a wealth of notes and corrections to these
based on his meticulous research of original manuscripts and
first editions. I think listeners will be in for some surprises
when they hear my recordings if they are used to the way
previous artists have played these works. That’s because
some of the articulations, dynamics and even some of the
notes are different in previous published editions. I have
followed Dr. Cooper’s amendments and it sometimes puts a
different complexion on these works. One example is near the
beginning of the E flat Sonata Op 31 No 3 — there’s a turn
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that got mistranscribed as four equal semiquavers in many
editions and that’s what you hear in many recordings. Cooper
points out that this was an engraver’s mistake and that it
should, in fact, sound like a quaver note followed by a triplet
of semiquavers. It’s a subtle difference, but one that gives this
phrase more of a bounce. Cooper’s edition has hundreds of
these little changes and corrections of great interest to the
modern-day Beethoven enthusiast.

too). But for this landmark project I wanted to have everything
that was available with a modern instrument. Modern
instruments have a wider range of sounds and even notes. In a
few places, I have taken the liberty of adding the lower octave
where Beethoven himself might have done the same had those
notes been available to him.
V: Beethoven was also very keen on adopting the latest
piano innovations as he incorporated higher and lower notes
in his later sonatas as they became available.

I would also mention that the metronome markings
for the Hammerklavier Sonata tend to get discussed so
much that sometimes we don’t get a chance to talk about
the Hammerklavier Sonata itself! According to Beethoven’s
student Carl Czerny, the composer regarded this work as his
greatest piano sonata but given its overall length, difficulty
and complexity, it is truly a test of stamina for the pianist
both mentally and physically. Within it are all the sublime
elements associated with the late works of Beethoven. There’s
the richness that we find in the many layers contained in the
fugues, the sudden shifts in ideas that seem unrelated on the
surface but are, in fact, all tightly woven together in a very
intelligent way, the incredible range of emotions that this work
explores from the dazzling opening gestures to the cerebral
complexities of the last movement, and from the absurdist
comical elements found in the scherzo to the depths of despair
we find ourselves plummeted into in the profoundly sorrowful
slow movement. These are the marks of Beethoven’s genius. He
elevates art to the realm of the sublime – a word rarely used
today but often ascribed by scholars when describing his late
works.

T: Absolutely. Beethoven famously expanded the piano’s
range of sonorities in the Waldstein Sonata not only by taking
advantage of the extra range provided in the latest pianos of
the day, but he also pushed piano technique to new limits with
his use of fast repetitions, trills that have to be sustained while
playing melodic lines in the same hand, running octaves that
sound almost like glissandos, and numerous other effects. He
pushed everyone and all instruments more and more to their
limits as evidenced especially by the time you get to the Ninth
Symphony. He tested the boundaries of each instrument in the
orchestra and the limits of performers’ abilities while making
hard demands of even the singers in each section of the choir.
No one is spared in the pursuit of his artistic vision! The new
ideas he was implementing and how he experimented with
them became progressively clearer to me as I was working on
them to perform them live and to record for this project in
order of composition. My study of these and other Beethoven
works spans my entire life and not in any specific order, so
it was not as clear then how his compositional process was
evolving as it is to me today. I hope that listeners will be able to
experience some of this as they listen to the works on my discs
in order of composition.

V: Some musicians have argued strongly for performing
works by long dead composers such as Mozart and Beethoven
on period instruments that would have been similar to the
pianos of their day – fortepianos for example. What’s your
feeling about this and what kind of piano are you using?
T: I’m playing the instrument that I am most familiar
with and that’s my Steinway. I do like the idea of period
instruments that have been newly constructed. I think these
are more likely to sound like instruments of the day rather
than taking a refurbished instrument that is now 200 years old.
I do own an 1855 Broadwood piano too (one of the last to be
built in their original Horseferry Road workshop before it was
destroyed by fire) and have found this to be useful in figuring
out how to approach some passages. For example, in the Op 53
Waldstein sonata, many people think the double escapement
mechanism made it more feasible to execute repeated notes at
a faster tempo, but actually you can also get a good speed on
the single escapement keys as well. I had many questions about
the instrument, so it was very useful to have access to this
10 Vantage | January 2020 | Vol. 5 No. 2

V: When will the recordings be available and what are
your plans for 2020 as Beethoven’s 250th birthday?

Snapshots from Tamami’s Beethoven series performed in 2017.

instrument I had shipped from Florida. Also, on Beethoven’s
birthday last year I was honored to play at the Beethoven
Society of America in San Jose, California and there they
have a wonderful collection of period instruments. I had the
opportunity to play on an 1823 Broadwood fortepiano which
enabled me to answer a few more questions I had (besides
reveling in the sheer enjoyment of playing on this instrument

T: We are just putting the finishing touches on
everything for Divine Art Recordings (distribution by Naxos)
who plan for a release date around April 2020. I will be playing
in a number of special concerts celebrating Beethoven’s 250th
with chamber and solo recital appearances. I will also be
working with my chamber orchestra the Cal Arte Ensemble
to present other works by Beethoven including the complete
piano trios. Since three years ago we had worked under the
title of the ‘Beethoven Odyssey’ to bring to our ever growing
audiences the complete piano sonatas, the complete piano
and violin sonatas, and the complete concertos, We plan to
work on other cycles of works by other composers but for
now we are happy to be immersed in the one and only LvB.
In the spirit of outreach, I recently did some part time music

teaching for 280 children with two classes of music lessons
per week. I chose to share with them lessons about Beethoven
since December is his birth month interspersed with of course,
seasonal carols. I hope the children will think of Beethoven
along with holidaying ideas now each time December rolls
around! A happy moment was when they spontaneously
applauded hearing the end of the last movement of the Ninth.
Beethoven will certainly be at the forefront of my
mind in 2020 and my hope and work will be that his love
of humanity, his capacity to express so much of our shared
life experiences and emotions can continue to be enjoyed by
as many people as possible. Once people hear him, without
exception they will hear something they can recognize, and are
more often than not, hooked for life. In this world of isolation
and increasingly impersonal type of social interactions, his
music can bring us back ‘home’ and in him you will find a
friend, for whatever circumstances you may find yourself in. If
you feel joy, loneliness, sadness, triumph, laughter, love, anger,
or just want to go for an interesting journey or a walk in the
woods, as he liked to do, experiencing nature and all things he
found great and worth living for in this world, have a listen.
You are sure to find something that speaks to you that you can
hold onto. ¢
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Concerts You Have Missed

*Photos credit: Andy Yeung.

Fantasie - Raymond Young and Friends in Concert
29 October 2019 | 8pm
Concert Hall, Hong Kong City Hall

T

he programme contained both solo and chamber
repertoire, featuring some of the greatest works of all
time by Schumann, Schubert, Chopin and Mozart.
Schumann’s writing was elaborate and complicated – yet
this performance of Kreisleriana was responsive, imaginative
and passionate.
The Fantasy, D940, of Schubert was undisputedly one of
the greatest pieces for four hands at a piano with an enduring
appeal through generations. The duo team demonstrated
reverence to this melodic work with insight and care.
Chopin’s Polonaise-Fantaisie was delivered elegantly
and consistently, emphasising lyricism and fantasy without
pounding nor posturing.
For the last piece of the programme, Raymond partnered
with the Nova Ensemble together to present the original
Mozart Concerto in A Major with quartet. The overall tone
was colourful and sensitive throughout. The final joyous
Allegretto movement was upbeat and pleasant, distinctively
Mozart.

*Photos credit: Martin Lee.
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It was certainly a very enjoyable concert where the
audience continued to give rounds of applauses to bid for
several encore pieces including Piazzolla’s Libertango with
Nancy Loo and Brahms’ Hungarian dance in a piano trio
setting – a truly wonderful evening treat. ¢

“City Hall Virtuosi” Series:
Viola Recital by Andrew Ling
11 December 2019 | 8pm
Concert Hall, Hong Kong City Hall

T

he first and second half of the concert offered quite
interesting contrast in the programme – the audience
enjoyed an intense, energetic, focused and technicallydemanding solo viola performance in the first half
followed by a more standard repertoire with an added
pianist in the second half.
The concert began with Kodály’s transcription of
Bach’s Chromatic Fantasy, a piece that was supposed
to be played on harpsichord with ten fingers but now
reduced to just four. Andrew performed the remarkable
solo arrangement with solid confidence and superb
technicality.
The second piece was the late Hungarian avant-garde
composer György Ligeti’s six-movement Sonata for Viola
Solo where the audience was struck by microtonal writing
at the opening. Andrew was successful in evoking folksy
rhythms on stage. Distinctive characters were portrayed
vividly across the different movements. The audience
cheered and screamed at the end of the performance –
they continued to be amazed and to talk about the piece
during the intermission.

The second half started with Brahms’ Viola Sonata in
F minor – originally written for both clarinet and piano
which, after the composer’s own arrangement, became
undoubtedly one of the most beloved pieces for violists.
The violist and the pianist Cheng Wai were fully engaged
with each other as chamber music partners. The Brahms
piece was beautifully executed with balance and idiom,
creating an elegant chant-like dialogue between the two
instruments.
The last piece, Piazzolla’s masterpiece Le Grand Tango
took on an exciting and energetic tempo which made for a
perfect ending for the concert. ¢

Kelly Kim
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Gabriel Prokofiev:

From nonclassical and back

Vantage Music & The TimeCrafters | Hong Kong | October 2019

The night before Halloween, Gabriel Prokofiev, Russian-British
composer, producer, DJ, and founder and Artistic Director of the
nonclassical record label and nightclub, set foot in Hong Kong
for the first time. He was invited as guest performer and DJ for
the Fragrant Village Music Festival that took place in Sha Tau Kok
San Tsuen, and we took the opportunity to interview this rising
contemporary musical figure.

T

T he S uccessful G randpa P roblem

he first question of the interview inevitably revolved
around the family name. Surprisingly, Gabriel’s childhood
was relatively ordinary. ‘Coming from the Prokofiev family,
people would imagine me growing up surrounded by the music
scene, with Ashkenazy coming out to teach me piano, my first violin
lesson with Menuhin, and the like, but unfortunately that didn’t
happen at all.’ In fact, it was quite the opposite – owing to personal
experience, Gabriel’s father, Oleg, took great care not to thrust the
family history upon his son.
Born in Paris but raised in Moscow, Oleg Prokofiev was a
renowned visual artist, abstract painter and sculptor. Oleg had a
troubling childhood: his father Sergei left the family for his second
wife when Oleg was thirteen, and his mother was sent to the gulag
5 years later, but he stayed strong and became a prominent figure in
the Russian art scene.
In 1971, Oleg immigrated to Britain. ‘He wanted to start a new
life in London, so I think he distanced himself from the Russian
community,’ Gabriel said of his father. However, it was hard for
Oleg to step out of his father’s shadow. ‘My father had held many
exhibitions of his work, but the first line in the press would always
start with “the son of the great Russian composer Sergei Prokofiev”.’
While it was natural for the press to capitalize on the relationship, it
was nevertheless quite disheartening for an artist who was serious
about his own work. Thus, it is normal for Oleg not to talk much
about his father at home.
It is not to say that Gabriel didn’t hear much of his
grandfather’s music – whenever there was a significant concert
of Sergei Prokofiev, Oleg would bring his whole family to attend,
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sometimes meeting the conductor backstage after the event, so
Gabriel did get quite acquainted with his grandfather’s legacy.

E instein on the B each in the H ouse
Gabriel recounted that his father had a very diverse musical taste:
‘He loved Bach, but he also loved jazz and contemporary music.’
Once, Oleg brought home a set of Philip Glass’s works, and the
house was stuck in a non-stop loop of Einstein on the Beach. ‘It went
on for so long. I will never forget that stamping and counting!’
This desire for the contemporary evidently transferred to
Gabriel, manifesting in the form of pop music. ‘When I was 10
years old, I had this good friend at school, Nathan Cooper, who
was an aficionado of pop music.’ One day, Nathan changed the
lyrics to a famous pop song, and bragged to Gabriel that he had
‘written a song’. Unimpressed, Gabriel counteroffered to compose
a song together, and they eventually performed their creation in
the school’s assembly. ‘It was a blast. All the kids were singing it
afterwards.’
The two-man band was ecstatic. ‘We caught this bug of
songwriting, and we would meet at the weekend and write songs.’
The process of creating something from nothing appealed to
Gabriel greatly. ‘It was the most exciting discovery. When you start,
there was nothing but a blank sheet of paper, yet one hour later,
you are already having a song, not just the lyrics, but also some
interesting harmonies, a nice chord progression, and a melody. It
was not like anything I had experienced.’
It is interesting to note that Gabriel’s first encounter with
composition did not arise from his connection with his grandfather.
‘For me, it was only a fun thing to do with my friends, and it was pop
music, not classical music.’

G oing C l assical
Gabriel’s interest in classical music only started when he was
thirteen. ‘I had to write some pieces in a classical style for school,
and my high school teacher, who was a composer himself, was
impressed with my work.’ With his teacher’s encouragement,
Gabriel began to invest himself into the classical tradition.

At the same time, Gabriel was also enthralled by the
electronic dance music of the 90s. ‘During the weekends, we would
go to nightclubs and dance through the night, sometimes till the
early morning,’ Gabriel recounted. ‘There were no clear melodies in
dance music. The harmony was unconventional, and often unusual
noises were used, yet the public still loved it.’ To Gabriel, this proved
that music doesn’t need to be tuneful for the layman to enjoy it –
the masses have the capacity to appreciate other styles of music.

F oray into E lectroacoustic M usic
Inspired by the nightclubs but also wanting to compose classical
music, Gabriel decided to focus on the subgenre of electroacoustic
music.

Gabriel explained why he chose such a niche discipline. ‘In
a sense, it was a way for me to get away from my grandfather’s
influence, since he obviously hasn’t written any electronic music.’
What attracted Gabriel to electroacoustic music was that even
though it is part of the contemporary classical music scene,
composers in electroacoustic music are less concerned with
tonality or harmony, or even with the history of music. Instead, they
emphasize on the manipulation of soundscape. ‘It is just sound, and
in a way, you are really just creating poems with sound.’
The concept was very liberating to Gabriel: ‘I did not have to
worry about any connection with music history, and it gave me a
chance to develop as a composer, to think in broader, more abstract
terms about sound and form. It showed me how to communicate
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coming up”.’ Everyone participated – for older composers, there
was an open competition with grand prizes, but budding composers
competed for the residency category, where the winners were given
the opportunity to study as an exchange student in one of the five
partnering universities. ‘I was one of the five residency composers
of 1998, so they paid for my whole trip to Seattle. We had a
wondrous exchange of musical ideas, and I got to see what the other
side of the electroacoustic scene was doing.’
For Gabriel though, the prize was worth much more than
the residency. ‘The competition was held anonymously, and the
fact that I won bolstered my confidence.’ At that time, Gabriel was
still conscious of his heritage, and he was afraid that people would
judge his music differently when they heard his family name. ‘The
anonymity ensured that had I won, it was due to the musical quality
of my work but not prejudice, whether more favorably or more
critically, on my family name.’

emotions and thoughts through sound.’
Gabriel went to the University of Birmingham to study
electroacoustic music. ‘There were several places where I could
get a degree in electroacoustic music, but the University of
Birmingham stood out from the rest due to its impressive sound
theatre.’ Known as BEAST (Birmingham ElectroAcoustic Sound
Theatre), the sound theatre can mount setups of as many as 100
loudspeakers distributed across the concert space, providing
an immersive 3D sound experience far beyond what we hear in
cinematic ‘surround sound’ systems. The founder of BEAST, Jonty
Harrison, was also a renowned composer of electroacoustic music,
and this enticed Gabriel to go to Birmingham.
The Tanzanian Experience
Gabriel’s university life was not only about electroacoustic music:
‘I also studied philosophy at the university, and I even went to
Tanzania for voluntary teaching during my gap year.’
When Gabriel first arrived at Tanzania, he was immediately
taken aback by the country’s music. ‘Contrary to our usual
perception of African music, Tanzania didn’t have that much
drumming. Instead, Tanzanian people, especially the Maasai,
mainly used their voices to produce vocal polyphony. A lot of
polyrhythmic materials were used in Maasai chanting, and it is
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really interesting.’ It was so inspiring to Gabriel that he returned to
Tanzania the following year, this time armed with a field recorder, to
record what he heard. ‘I had a letter from the British Library for the
recording project, and it gave me an excuse to go to remote places
where other people wouldn’t go, and experience music I’ve never
heard before.’
The Tanzanian experience proved to be an eye-opener
for Gabriel as a composer as well. ‘At university, I was not only
discovering new contemporary music, but also music from different
continents. This made me realize that in the 20th century, whilst we
have the serialist and minimalist revolutions in Europe, there is also
this music evolving on the other side of the planet.
Bourges International Electro-Acoustic Music Competition
Gabriel then went on to study a Masters in composition at York
University and entered one of his compositions into the Bourges
International Electro-Acoustic Music Competition, and won a place
in the student residency category.
The Bourges Competition and its accompanying festival were
one of the major events for the electroacoustic scene, and Gabriel
remembered how hyped up everyone was. ‘Back in York, I had
joined the email newsgroup for electroacoustic music, and every
week there would be emails on how “the Bourges competition is

The Bourges music festival gave Gabriel much food for
thought, but one thing in particular stood out. ‘The big problem
was that the audiences were tiny.’ Gabriel remembered seeing a
lot of hotshots in the festival. ‘There were these real masters of
electroacoustic music from around the world, and I was dining with
them after the concert. They had this aura of being very important,
and they are, but just for those sitting in the table together, within
this tiny community. There were no fans waiting outside trying to
get their signatures.’
This sense of mismatch dismayed Gabriel. ‘They were
composing such great music, yet it seemed like there were no
audience for it, and they didn’t care about sharing it.’ For them,
cultivating an audience was clearly the job for a promoter and not
that of the composers.
And the promoters were not doing well either. ‘What I
observed was that when they tried to program contemporary music,
they only thought from their own perspective, but not enough
about how it would sound like to a new audience. For example, if
the concert’s theme was to explore the Second Viennese School,
most often the program would only consist of works from those
composers, or those whose styles were closely related to the Second
Viennese School. No doubt it was quite interesting for those who
had studied that music before, but except for that small group of
experts, it would be a nightmarish concert for everyone else, since
there’ll be all this stuff that sounds quite similar. However, had they
programmed a Second Viennese composer, then with a Romantic
composer who had inspired them, then maybe a Classical composer
who had inspired the Romantic composer, and then maybe another
composer who hated the Viennese and was the reaction against
them, you are telling a much more balanced story, and suddenly it is
more interesting to everyone.’

Gradually feeling disenchanted with the contemporary
classical world, Gabriel retraced his steps after his graduation from
York University. ‘For me, the point of music is communication.’
Seeking to engage with the audience, Gabriel went back to his
childhood hobby, forming a local band and performing electronic
music in nightclubs, until a couple of years ago, when he started to
embrace the classical again with his project, nonclassical.
N onclassical
The aim of nonclassical, as Gabriel puts it, is to incorporate classical
music into the lifestyles of young people. ‘We wanted to present
classical music in a non-classical, non-traditional way.’
Nonclassical was not always called nonclassical. Its origins
came from a group Gabriel founded in York, Nerve 8, whose mission
was to organize electroacoustic concerts in unconventional spaces.
‘We once held a concert in a daytime walk-in center for old-age
pensioners. It was normally closed at night, but we convinced the
owner to allow us to hold a concert in the evening.’ The concert was
a success, and those experiences gave Gabriel the confidence to
start the classical club nights under the name “nonclassical”.
Fast forward to 2004, Gabriel met Laura Moody, cellist of the
Elysian Quartet, in London. Laura invited Gabriel to write a string
quartet for them, and Gabriel took it as his opportunity to go back
to contemporary classical music.
‘My grandfather also wrote some string quartets, but I
deliberately avoided listening to his quartets during that time,
for fear that I would be overly influenced or intimidated by his
mastery over the medium.’ It turned out he shouldn’t have worried,
for his String Quartet No. 1 was every bit as different from his
grandfather’s music as it could be. Taking inspirations from the
dance music that he was so fond of, Gabriel used syncopated
rhythms and dance grooves as the main driving force of his string
quartet, creating a colorful, polystylistic piece that juxtaposed the
worlds of contemporary classical and the nightclub.
For the first edition of nonclassical, Gabriel invited Elysian
Quartet to perform his latest classical work in the club. Another
highlight of the night was a special rendition of Purcell, where the
quartet played the whole piece backwards, note-by-note in a slow
attack, producing a whispery, evocative sound.
T he T urning P oint
Gabriel’s career as a classical musician gradually blossomed, but his
first breakthrough came in 2011, when his Concerto for Turntables
and Orchestra No.1 was performed at the BBC Proms. ‘The concerto
was previewed and reviewed by all the newspapers that time, and
I even did online twitter interviews. It was a career launch, and a
really nice experience with that.’
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Before that moment, Gabriel had been living a double life in
music – composing classical pieces on one hand, but also playing
at the band and producing other electronic music at the same
time. ‘I was juggling all these genres, and it was slowly driving me
crazy with the hectic demands.’ After the Proms, Gabriel gradually
began to dedicate himself to classical music alone, a move that was
hastened by an invitation from the Orchestre de Pau Pays de Béarn
(OPPB) in France to become their composer in residence.
Gabriel explained his renewed interest in the orchestra.
‘Most contemporary composers were writing for chamber music
because it is easier to find performances, but I thought that if I
could get into orchestral music, it would be a more interesting
career development, because you get to write bigger pieces, the
commissions are better, and you can reach a bigger audience.’
OPPB was not a famous orchestra, but it provided Gabriel
with a good opportunity to build up his repertoire and reputation,
as well as a teaching ground for him to balance the commercial
and musical aspects of composing. ‘The orchestra commissioned
5 pieces in total, and for each I am consciously making sure that
my commissioned work will fit in the concert program in terms
of mood and atmosphere. Even though I would sometimes like to
write crazy, unpractical pieces, I refrained from putting those on
concert, as otherwise you would be shooting yourself in the foot,
disconnecting people from the full concert experience.’
Gabriel thought fondly of his time in Pau. ‘When I was at the
Orchestra of Pau, they would need to do every concert four times in
a row since their hall could only fit four hundred, and the demand
was too high.’ The city of Pau didn’t have a theatre, so the symphony
orchestra became the de facto cultural focus.
Gabriel was a francophone, and he would frequently hold
pre-concert talks in Pau. ‘The people there are very positive and
receptive to my work. My work was often performed alongside
famous pieces, for example Dvorak’s cello concerto or Tchaikovsky’s
violin concerto, yet usually both halves of the concert would be
well-received.’
C oncerto for B ass D rum and O rchestra
Since the concerto for turntables, Gabriel has developed a name as
a composer of concerti for unconventional instruments, including
works such as the Concerto for Bass Drum and Orchestra (2013).
Bass drum as a solo instrument was an intriguing choice, and
Gabriel recounted how that came about.
‘I had been working with UK percussionist Joby Burgess
back then, writing a percussion suite for global junk called Import/
Export. It was a theatrical piece, each movement using accessible
trash objects as the instrument in order to raise awareness of
pollution on a global scale.’ Gabriel used the piece as an exploration
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The TimeCrafters, a Hong Kong-based classical chamber
music group, aspires to cultivate classical music appreciation and rejuvenate chamber music performances. The
TimeCrafters gives themed chamber concerts regularly
and often collaborates with enthusiastic young musicians
in town. Through light-hearted explanations and quality
performances, members of the group are proud to provide intimate, informative and pleasant chamber music
experiences to the audience.
Sharing the same philosophy of bringing excellent
music to wider audiences, Gabriel and The TimeCrafters
teamed up to present a selection of compositions by
Gabriel, fusing string instrumental techniques and
contemporary electronic music. Concerts took place at
venues including Asia Society Hong Kong Center and at
the first Fragrant Village Music Festival in Sha Tau Kok
San Tsuen, New Territories.
Beyond music, Gabriel also shares another common
interest with The TimeCrafters – the love of fine food.
He was very glad to be led by the music group to
explore a lot of wonderful cuisines during his visit in the
metropolitan city.

of different timbres and percussive techniques, for example hitting
different parts of an oil drum to produce distinct pitches, rubbing
two soda bottles on each other in various angles, tapping on a
blown-up plastic bag, and encasing a wooden pallet with felt to
produce a rich, marimba-like sound.
The piece went well and Gabriel and Joby decided to
collaborate further. ‘At that time, the London Contemporary
Orchestra was commissioning a percussion concerto, and I talked
at length with Joby about what he wanted.’ Gabriel noticed a lot of
percussion concertos were like a showcase for the percussionist,
where they had to juggle between a variety of percussion
instruments on the stage, running back and forth every minute or
two. This makes the concerto visually impressive, but the lack of
focus means the composer cannot explore the full possibilities of
all instruments as freely. ‘So I decided to focus on one instrument,
and jokingly suggested the bass drum.’ Surprisingly, Joby was
enthusiastic about the idea, and Gabriel, excited by the possibilities
of the instrument, soon set to work.
So how does one compose a concerto for an unpitched
instrument? Gabriel drew inspiration from his nonclassical nights.
‘I once heard a piece for bass drum and electronics performed by
the American percussionist Jennifer Torrence. The piece was very
avant-garde, and I remember a specific moment where she rubbed
the bass drum with a rubber ball, producing a whale-like sound.’
Taking on the example, Gabriel employed a variety of extended

Gabriel on stage with The TimeCrafters in Hong Kong.

techniques for the bass drum, creating interesting timbres and
contours with the rim, lugs, and various beaters.
E lizabetta
We also talked about Gabriel’s latest opera, Elizabetta (2019).
Gabriel joked that it was a cliché for every composer to compose an
opera, and the feeling of completing a checklist almost turned him
away from the idea. On the other hand, however, the concept of an
opera was alluring to Gabriel. ‘I used to write songs as a kid, and I
wanted to come back to songwriting in the classical world also.’
As with most other pieces of Gabriel, Elizabetta came out of a
commission from abroad. ‘It started with a ballet I had been doing
with the Stuttgarter Ballet in 2016.’ The 25-minute ballet with full
orchestra, electronics, and a big dance group attracted the attention
of Regensburg Opera, who were looking for innovative ideas for
operatic music. ‘The director was impressed by my ballet, so he
flew to London and met me for lunch.’ Gabriel’s pitch convinced
the director, and shortly afterwards, Gabriel was commissioned to
write Elizabetta, an invigorating mix of classic operatic aria and
recitative with techno and dance, TV-commercials, Congolese song,
contemporary classical and electronic music.
Gabriel gave us a synopsis of Elizabetta. ‘The opera is in two
acts, and the first act starts as a satire of the current obsession with
wellness, health, and youth. The main character, Elizabetta, is a
young female film star who is all into the new health trends. As time
passes by, however, her career dried up. To restore her beauty and
to save her career, her boyfriend, part of the wellness scene and an
expert in genetic regeneration, suggested her to bathe in blood to
restore her youth.’
In a bizarre twist of events, we discover that Elizabetta is a
direct descendant of Elizabeth Bathory, an infamous countess who
was rumored to have killed hundreds of young women in order to
bathe in their blood and stay young. By invoking the same ritual,

Elizabetta unwittingly unleashes her Dracula-like tendencies upon
the world, and the second act devolves into a horror thriller, as
Elizabetta slips deeper into her dark ancestral destiny.
C l assical :NEXT
The catchphrase ‘classical music is dying’ has been around for
decades, but to musicians like Gabriel, the classical music scene is
throbbing and as vibrant as ever. In fact, since 2012, they had been
gathering in Rotterdam every year at a conference aptly named
Classical:NEXT to discuss future happenings of the classical world.
Classical:NEXT started off as a European conference, but
it quickly became international with orchestras, ensembles,
presenters and programmers of concert halls and music societies
from all around the world. ‘Panels and discussions would be
held, and pitches were held where organizations would present
their latest project, be it an innovative opera, or a concept for an
alternative way of concertizing. People would also discuss new
strategies for getting audiences, or how we could find new ways to
help the record industry. It is a general get-together for people who
wanted to move classical music forward.’
As a composer and representative of nonclassical, Gabriel
has joined every Classical:NEXT conference since its inception. At
the 2018 conference, Gabriel met the delegation from Hong Kong,
Sze Ka Yan from the Fragrant Village. Sharing a highly similar
philosophy and interest in classical music, the two got along quickly
and Gabriel’s debut in Hong Kong was eventually arranged.
We asked Gabriel what he thought of Hong Kong. ‘I had
wanted to come to Hong Kong for a long time. Over the years, I’ve
encountered some good musicians from Hong Kong, and I heard
there is a very good music scene here. Now that I’ve been here, I
certainly agree – this place is quite special.’ ¢
Interview written by Chester Leung.
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Music for Heroes
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Considering this definition, dissecting these harmonies may provide a clue as to their effectiveness. In a natural minor scale, the
following notes are present:

Fig 3: Natural minor scale and the relative harmonies

In the tonic triad (Fig 2 - i), there are three notes: C, E-flat and G. The VI chord extends the harmony by rising above the tonic triad
by a single half-step to A-flat. This very simple motion pivots from a dark tonic to a bright VI chord, signifying elevation, or a “rising
above” if you will, to solve the problem of darkness by adding the light. What is also special about the relationship between i and VI is
that they share two out of the three notes in their respective triads – in the case of C Minor, the C and the E-flat appear in both. The only
difference is the G and the A-Flat. When you compare this to the natural minor scale (Fig 3), it is the relationship of the G to the A-flat
that signifies the extending, the rising above the tonic, to get to the brighter VI chord.
Richard Strauss, in his 1909 opera Elektra, which also makes use of leitmotifs, has such a moment. Orestes, the long lost brother of
Elektra returns to exact revenge, much to the delight of Elektra. At the moment of his arrival, Strauss provides a leitmotif in the form of

I

low brass chords (Fig 4). Throughout the rest of the opera, whenever Orestes is talking about his destiny and the path he must walk to
’ve always been a fan of film music. Ever since I saw Star Wars at age 4 where I was transfixed by the lush score that John Williams

overcome the treachery of his past, Strauss intertwines this leitmotif into the music.

composed, I could not get enough of film scores and immersed myself in them as deeply as I could after that. I cannot watch a movie
without listening intently to the score. Many an otherwise good movie has been ruined for me by a score that failed to provide

service to the film; while occasionally a score carries an otherwise mediocre film into greatness simply by bringing scenes to life. It’s a
fine and delicate art, practiced by some of the most talented composers and of course some not-so-talented ones.
Fig 4: Orestes’ leitmotif (Elektra, Richard Strauss)

Some of the best film scores make use of the 19th century idea of the Leitmotif. Championed by opera composer Richard Wagner,
the leitmotif is a short musical idea or theme that is used and reused over the course of an opera or other programmatic work that is

One of the most obvious examples of this in the world of film scores is from the 1999 blockbuster film The Matrix, with Don

assigned to a fixed concept. For example, in Wagner’s Siegfried, the third opera in the vast Das Ring Der Nibelungen tetralogy, several

Davis providing the lush and thrilling score. The opening sequence draws the audience into the movie with an oscillating sequence of

motifs are used to describe the hero and titular character Siegfried (Fig 1). Some describe his horn call, others describe his anger or his

harmonies (Fig 5).

mission, yet one describes him directly. It’s this motif that is the subject of this exploration into film music:

Fig 1: Siegfried’s leitmotif (Siegfried, Richard Wagner)

This motif serves to express the heroism and strength of character that is Siegfried. Since its inception, almost every movie that has
a notion of a hero or superhero uses an element from this theme. The first two chords in this motif are C Minor followed by A-flat Major
(Fig 2). These two chords are, in music theory terminology, the i and the VI chord.

Fig 5: Main Titles excerpt from The Matrix. (Don Davis. ©Warner Bros. Entertainment, 1999)

This oscillation between the dark and the light is indicative of the ambiguity of the hero of the film, Neo. Neo, aka Thomas
Anderson, struggles with accepting his particular role not only as a person displaced by a post-apocalyptic world, but also the prophecy
that he is, in fact, the one that will fulfill the destiny of ending the war with the machines. Moreover, Neo’s raw potential to exceed all

Fig 2: the i and VI chord outlined by the Siegfried leitmotif

To understand what makes this particular chord combination special and appropriate as a heroic motif let us first define the term
“hero”. During my lecture on this topic, I posed the question “What is a Hero?” to the class and my colleague, pianist Tamami Honma
offered this definition:
“Someone who rises above a situation to solve a problem”.
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known abilities prescribes that a melodic theme is not necessary and simply these harmonies are sufficient. The color of the horns and
trumpets intertwining their respective crescendos and diminuendos harkens those air raid sirens of WWII, drawing the listener into
conflict immediately as the movie begins. As you watch through the film you will notice that whenever Neo (or Trinity) does something
particularly heroic or seemingly supernatural, these two oscillating chords appear in the score.
Recently, there has been a flurry of films coming from the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU). Most notably, The Avengers, has a
theme by Alan Silvestri that exemplifies this pattern quite well (Fig 6).
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TV shows and the original films about Superman in the late 70’s and 80’s, Superman had little darkness to his personality. His powers
were so insurmountable by all that any darkness would have made him a formidable concern. Instead, his personality radiated light and
he always did the right things. Superman’s theme, as per John Williams, does not get the dark-light motif. Instead, his music is brightly C
Major that shifts to an F Major 11th chord at its peak; the theme itself, however, interestingly also makes use of the 6th note of the scale
(Fig 9) at the peak of the line. Even this subtle motion in the line demonstrates the idea of rising above the tonic chord.

Fig 6: Avengers motif (Alan Silvestri. ©Marvel Studios)

While this motif serves as a classic example of the i-VI paradigm, what is of particular interest is the third harmony – the move
from C Major (VI) to the A Major chord. Relative to the tonic, in this case, E Minor, A Major is IV . From the context of the notion of rising
above, the IV chord in a minor key raises the fifth (B) not only a half-step to C but a whole-step to C#. Alternatively, if we were to consider the relationship of A Major to C Major (the previous VI chord), we can ascertain that A, in the key of C, is also VI. Ergo, the progression
here is i -> VI -> VI/VI; a doubling down on the “rising above” concept to emphasize the absolutely powerful abilities of the Avengers
themselves. After all, the Avengers take on universe-ending catastrophes and emerge victorious. Why should they not, therefore, have a
theme that takes them higher still than the ordinary hero?
Of course, the Avengers weren’t the first to have this concept applied to their theme. Monty Norman, in 1961, penned the James
Bond theme which has become the quintessential theme synonymous with spy movies (Fig 7). What is particularly ambiguous in this

Fig 9: Superman theme excerpt (John Williams ©Warner Bros. Records)

In contrast, the film Man of Steel illustrates a far more complex character that is Superman. Superman endures, firstly, a difficult
adolescence where he had to contend with bullies. This theme, which appears several times in the film, paired with a scene which shows
him exacting revenge on a bully, makes him more human, giving Superman ample fuel to exercise some of his darker impulses. This
character is more complex than the Richard Donner version of Superman, and [SPOILER] even includes a moment where Superman,
uncharacteristically, is forced to kill his enemy, which subsequently destroys his innocence. Hans Zimmer gives us a glimpse into the
complexity of this Superman by opening the movie with the i-VI chords (Fig 10). This motif of i-VI appears several times throughout
the film, notably when young Clark Kent rescues his classmates, and when he takes his first flight as Superman, at which time we are
introduced to a new theme which also follows the i-VI-IV paradigm!

example is that the shift from VI to the next harmony can be interpreted in several ways. However, what is important to note is the
movement of the B to a C and then to the C# as in the previous example. James Bond was a superspy, but not without his dark side. He,
like the Avengers, stopped world-ending calamities and larger-than-life villains from wreaking havoc, but had his own complexities and
humanity to contend with.

Fig 10: Man of Steel opening chords (Hans Zimmer ©Warner Bros Entertainment)

John Williams rarely uses the i-VI paradigm in his heroic themes. The most notable place where i-VI appears in Williams’ canon
is during the film Star Wars: Revenge of the Sith. At the point in the movie when Anakin Skywalker and Obi-Wan Kenobi fight their
long foreshadowed battle, the music in this scene is supported by an oscillating ostinato of i-VI (Fig 11), shifting through various keys.
Fig 7. James Bond theme introduction (Monty Norman ©Danjaq S.A.)

In 2006, the film Casino Royale, another in the long line of James Bond films was released with a score by David Arnold. Staying true
to the original idea illustrated above and the various themes by both Arnold and songwriter Chris Cornell, who collaborated with Arnold

What makes this moment particularly amusing is that the name of the cue is “Battle of the Heroes”. The battle shows a balanced match
between the two combatants, one who represents the light side of the force and the other the dark. It is no wonder, then, that the music
should oscillate in this way, creating a sense of both ambiguity and balance.

on the opening song You know my name, all of the themes within the movie follow the ubiquitous i-VI-IV pattern (Fig 8). Note the inner
voice in the supporting harmony outlines the same 4 notes that are present in the original Monty Norman theme.

Fig 11: Battle of the Heroes ostinato (John Williams ©LucasFilm Ltd.)

The examples provided here serve to show how the i-VI paradigm illustrates heroism. Circling back to the definition that a hero
Fig 8. Casino Royale excerpt. (David Arnold ©Sony Classical)

A few more examples of this pattern i-VI-IV can be found in the themes of Thor 2: The Dark World, Iron Man 3, Green Lantern: First

is “someone who rises above a situation to solve a problem”, what is important to consider is what kind of problem the heroes are often
tasked to solve. In the case of Neo in the Matrix, he is there to prevent the extinction of mankind by the hand of the machines; James
Bond continuously saves the world from catastrophe; The Avengers defeat world-ending villains like Ultron and Thanos; Superman saves

Light, The Highlander, and Terminator: The Sarah Conner Chronicles. All of these movies or TV shows represent heroes that go beyond any

the world time and again from nuclear holocaust (1978) and Zod’s world building/destroying machine (2013). The common element in

measure of the abilities of a common man.

almost every case of heroism depicted in this way is that the heroes must prevent both themselves and others from untimely death.

Interestingly, Superman, the most indestructible and purely good hero does not get the i-VI in music to define his character; at
least, in all of the incarnations up until the Zach Snyder’s film Man of Steel. One of the important characteristics of heroism as per this

Even Wagner’s Siegfried was tasked to save Brünnhilde from a fire-breathing dragon Fafner, without getting killed in the process.
At one point Brünnhilde seeks to warn Siegfried that should he try to rescue her, he will most surely die. Interestingly enough, the music

treatise is the need to rise above the darkness. Often, this means the Hero’s own human darkness as well. In much of the early comics,
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here also uses the i-VI paradigm, this time not to express heroism directly, but to allude to the death-defying acts the hero must perform.
The motif is called the ‘Annunciation of Death’ (Fig 12) and first appears in Die Walküre, but is used several times to warn of the coming
of death.

Fig 15: Gandalf’s fall into the abyss (Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring, Howard Shore ©Warner Music Group)

Some other notable examples include the Lament from Evita by Andrew Lloyd Webber - which serves as Evita’s final words before
she dies – and Isle of the Dead by Sergei Rachmaninoff, which, based on the Arnold Böklin painting of the same name, uses the i-VI
paradigm in a mixed meter ostinato to create musical illustration of Charon’s boat crossing the river Styx. Even Darth Vader’s theme is
Fig 12: Annunciation of Death motif. (Die Walküre, Richard Wagner)

Wagner’s use of the i-VI is not the first time nor the last that such a progression was used to illustrate death. In 1839, Chopin

i-vi (the minor 6) as Darth Vader is a hero who turned to darkness only to eventually be redeemed.
What has become clear is that i-VI has a very special place in the music of our time. It holds with it the promise of salvation or the

composed his second Piano Sonata which contains the now famous Funeral March (Fig 13). The oscillating harmonies present are

ponderous weight of death that surrounds us at all times. Perhaps it was Chopin, or perhaps someone long ago, who discovered this two

none other than i-VI in the key of B-flat Minor. This may not even be the first example of this usage but it is considered that the era

chord combination and since then we’ve not been able to find a better way to express these qualities in musical form; and why should

of Romanticism heralds the start of the programmatic music, or, the idea that music can move beyond concrete forms like the Sonata

we? It is clearly effective – the darkness rising to the light, but contextually could also signify the rising of our spirit above the darkness

and into the realm of telling stories through music. While the Funeral March of Chopin is not, in and of itself, programmatic music, it

of our lives. These images have been extolled in many stories and within the vast majority of those, the music behind them has had the

certainly conjures an image of a slow procession akin to those traditional to Funerals.

same motif. This cannot be an accident.
In all, I have personally cataloged 60 examples of i-VI in cinema, and half a dozen in opera from important and obvious places like
The Avengers and Batman movies, to subtler and curious places like First Blood and Resident Evil. Among all of them, I believe the most
beautiful comes in the M. Night Shyamalan film The Village. The soundtrack overall is lush and emotionally charged, but the only time
in the entire film when the music shifts to i-VI is when Lucius rescues Ivy from a creature just inches away. The tense soundtrack of the
frightened villagers and the ominous threat gives way to a return of the violin soloist in a new melody that uses the i-VI to demonstrate
the bravery of Lucius and the love he has for Ivy. The track name is Those we don’t speak of and is worth listening to for just how effective
this moment is.
Evil and Good. Darkness and light. Death and Heroism. However you may consider it, the i-VI progression is but two chords that

Fig 13: Marche Funebre (Piano Sonata no. 2 Op. 35, Frederic Chopin, 1839)

Applying this to film, examples can be found everywhere. The most recent and compelling example being the beginning of
Avengers: Infinity War. A ravaged Asgardian ship heralds the arrival of Thanos, the quintessential personification of Death in the Marvel

hold with them the deepest meaning and allow composers to tell stories about what it means to be human, and the transcendence of the
darkness around us and within us.
Would i-VI tell your story, I wonder? ¢

canon. The ominous music (Fig 14) outlines the i-VI motif but in reverse! While a hero would rise above the darkness, a villain such as
Thanos would aim to plunge his victims into darkness. Alan Silvestri uses VI-i in this case and the effect is profound.
About the Author: Composer, Luis Andrei Cobo, a native of New York City, has had a passion for music since he saw the movie Star Wars at age 4,
which was also when he started taking piano lessons. Following a deep and abiding love of film scores, Cobo has been composing music since the
age of 12. Having written music for a variety of media including a number of orchestral works, his passion lies heavily in setting poetry to music. In 1990
he was admitted to Manhattan School of Music as a composition student and won the Absolut Vodka Composers Award. Completing both his B.M and
M.M., he studied with David Noon, Aaron Jay Kernis, Richard Danielpour and Giampaolo Bracali (whose sudden passing in 2006 inspired the work The
Disarrange, for Soprano, Cello and Piano with poetry of Jennifer Michael Hecht which was performed at his memorial concert in NYC), and gained a
Fig 14: Thanos destroys the Asgardian refugee vessel (Avengers: Infinity War, Alan Silvestri ©Marvel Studios)

In another famous and shining example of this, Howard Shore composed the music to accompany the scene where Gandalf falls

profound understanding of technology while studying electronic music with the late Elias Tanenbaum. In 1996 Cobo was the recipient of the Concert
Artist’s Guild Composers Award, which resulted in the commissioning of three chamber works: Prelude and Millennium for Oboe and String Quartet,
Postlude for Baritone, Flute, Cello and Piano, and Personal Demons for piano trio. In 2005, he accidentally discovered the poetry of Jennifer Michael

into the abyss and Khazad-Dûm. Ostensibly having met his woeful end, the music shifts to a choir singing a lament while Gandalf’s

Hecht while searching for new poets online and has since set 5 of her poems, one of which was part of a commission for a work for Chorus, Oboe and

friends mourn, in what is one of the most riveting moments in the film Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the ring. What is particularly

Piano titled Fall In Time. Songs are not his only passion, however, as his plans currently include his first Opera with playwright August Schulenberg of

interesting about this example is not only the use of i-VI, but the subsequent use of the VI-I motion (Amen) (Fig 15), giving the entire

the Flux Theatre Ensemble, an orchestral work for the voxnovus 60x60 series, and a work for Absolute Ensemble. By day Cobo works as a software

moment a sad yet reverent tone that is fitting for the wise and kind Gandalf the Grey.

engineer for large reputable companies. He is a single dad, living in Brooklyn with his two cats, Tom and Finster and is currently taking applications for
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the position of muse.
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“On This Auspicious Day, This Excellent Morning”: Two Poems that
Mention Musical Instruments in Qu Yuan’s Nine Songs
Colin Huehns | London | July 2019

P

As a musical form, this poem is a steady and systematic crescendo, coming to a climax in the fifteenth and last line when we
finally discover the rationale for all the ritual. Along the way, much is learnt of the musical journey travelled. It was certainly an
intoxicating mix that thrilled all the senses: line 4 tells of the bejewelled costumes worn and a jangling sonic richness of jade plaques
colliding; lines 5 and 6 give an account of heady scents wafting to and fro; whilst lines 7 and 8 seduce us with the beguiling tastes of
rich meats and sauces. Line 9 introduces a musical instrument, the drum, and we learn that it is struck by drum sticks with theatrical
vigour, and line 10 outlines the rhythm and metre that evolve: steady, calm, hypnotic, and powerful. Line 11 reveals the orchestra as

oet and politician Qu Yuan’s dates are usually given as 340–278 BCE or thereabouts, and he was a senior minister in the

comprising both wind instruments (yu mouth organs) and strings (se zithers), joining in player by player and section by section to

government of the state of Chu, before suffering, as a passionate patriot, the ignominy of banishment for offering timely

match the resonant singing of the choirs. Line 14, perhaps the most important of them all, reveals the musical basis on which all this

but unheeded advice that would have saved his country from invasion and destruction by the state of Qin. His celebrated

is grounded, namely “the five notes” that form the pentatonic scale. In fact, this may be one of the earliest citations of this seminal

suicide is now commemorated by the annual dragon boat races that recall the fishermen’s boats rushing unsuccessfully to save him

musical building block – “the five notes” are not mentioned in The Book of Songs. The last two characters of line 14 give some hint as to

as he drowned himself in the Miluo River. He lived about two centuries later than Confucius (551–479 BCE) who was said to have

the musical complexity: the first of these 繁 indicates a sense of dissipation in the musical texture, of conflicting voices interweaving

been responsible for the compilation of the Book of Songs 詩經, and as such, Qu Yuan’s poetic oeuvre is commonly regarded as the next

with each other, so I have translated it as “counterpoint”; the second 會 contrastingly suggests that this counterpoint is assembled into

flowering of Chinese literary creation. The innovative form he created, known as “Ci” 辭, attracted many admirers and imitators, and

a unified musical mass, so I have rendered it as “heterophony” which means here “many [organised] sounds”. And all so “the Lord is

his surviving canon and those of his disciples and their lineage were collected together in the Han dynasty anthology The Ci Poems of

deliciously delighted, happy and calm”, or, put another way, so that the audience, whoever they may be, is satisfied.

Chu 楚辭 that survives to this day.

東君

The Lord of the East

One of his most exhilarating works is The Nine Songs, which actually consists of eleven poems, and whose subject matter seems
somewhat disharmonious in relation to the stern, unbending patriotism of many of his other compositions. The Nine Songs narrates

This poem has a narrative structure found in several in The Nine Songs by which the god, here the Lord of the East, descends,

instead a series of sacrificial ceremonies to various gods as personified by the shamans who enact them. As poetic works, they are vivid

is welcomed by the assembled shamans, and then departs at the end. His final soliloquy is quintessential Qu Yuan: astrological and

testaments to a colourful social and religious tapestry in which Qu Yuan undoubtedly participated. The rituals they describe were

fantastical, with the god assuming a larger-than-life persona involving passionate and almost reckless careering across the sky.

commonly supplied with musical accompaniments, and thus they are fertile ground for the musicologist looking for real-time evidence
of ancient performance practice.

Twenty-four lines in length, the overall structure is perhaps ternary (ABA):

The poetic lines in the Book of Songs tend to be epigrams of four characters in length, which give them a strict sense of order,
discipline, and rhythm. By comparison, the lines of Ci poetry can be much longer and more flexible, and range up to nine or more
characters. The crux to their construction, however, is the central and pivotal 兮, in pinyin “xi”, which acts as a locus in almost all
lines, on either side of which is a symmetrical or near-symmetrical number of characters. This 兮 is untranslatable and rarely carries
meaning, sometimes acting as a point of punctuation, sometimes not, but has a strong function as a unifying rhythmic device that gives
Ci poetry its characteristic gait.

first of the set “The Emperor of the East, the Supreme Unity” and the seventh in the conventional sequence “The Lord of the East”.

5

10

15

吉日兮辰良		

On this auspicious day, this excellent morning

穆將愉兮上皇		

In reverent solemnity, we will delight the Emperor above

撫長劍兮玉珥		

Holding our long swords’ jade hilts

璆鏘鳴兮琳瑯		

“Qiu-qiang” sound our jade pendants and plaques

瑤席兮玉瑱		

Mats of woven herbs held in place by jade weights

盍將把兮瓊芳		

In synchronous unison, taking perfumed flowers, like fine jade

蕙肴蒸兮蘭藉		

Present lavender-flavoured meat on the bone served on an orchid garnish

奠桂酒兮椒漿		

Offer osmanthus liquor and pepper elixir

揚枹兮拊鼓		

Raising high the drumsticks, strike the drum

疏緩節兮安歌		

In a slow, solemn, and steady metre, a harmoniously peaceful song

陳竽瑟兮浩倡		

Arrayed are yu mouth organs and se zithers accompanying deeply resonant singing

靈偃蹇兮姣服		

The Emperor, haughtily magnificent, is richly dressed

芳菲菲兮滿堂		

A fragrance, heady and heavy, fills the hall

五音紛兮繁會

The five notes are varied in counterpoint and heterophony

君欣欣兮樂康		

And the Lord is deliciously delighted, happy and calm
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lines 1–10: the god speaks

B

lines 11–18: the shamans welcome him

A

lines 19–24: the god answers and departs

The Lord of the East:

Fresh translations and discussion of two poems from The Nine Songs that mention musical instruments are presented here: the

東皇太一 		 The Emperor of the East, the Supreme Unity

A

5

10

暾將出兮東方

The newly risen sun is about to emerge in the east

照吾檻兮扶桑

Shining on my boundary fence of fusang trees

撫余馬兮安軀

Patting my horse, so it moves peacefully forward

夜皎皎兮既明

The night, brightly lit by the moon, merges into the morning light

駕龍輈兮乘雷

Driving a dragon chariot, riding thunder

載雲旗兮委蛇

Carrying the clouds, like flags, furling and unfurling

長太息兮將上

For a long while, sighing, and then rising up

心低佪兮顧懷

Heart hesitating, reluctant to leave, nurturing feelings in my breast

羌聲色兮娛人

A swirling hubbub of sound and colour makes the people joyful

觀者憺兮忘歸

Those observing, contentedly peaceful, forget to return

The assembled shamans officiating at the sacrifice:

15

縆瑟兮交鼓

String up the se zither, beat the drum

簫鐘兮瑤簴

Strike the bells so they rock back and forth the rack on which they hang

鳴篪兮吹竽

Sound the chi bamboo pipe, blow the yu mouth organ

思靈保兮賢姱

Reflecting on the chief shaman [acting the role of the Lord of the East], virtuous and lovely

翾飛兮翠曾

Floatingly and delicately dancing as if flying, like green birds spreading their wings and soaring away

展詩兮會舞

Boldly singing poetical songs and chants, together dancing
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應律兮和節

Matching the melody, in harmony with the metre

靈之來兮蔽日		

The gods approaching in their multitudes block out the sun

The Lord of the East:

20

青雲依兮霓裳		

Attired in a blue-cloud tunic, set off by a white rainbow skirt

舉長矢兮射天狼

Raising aloft a long arrow to shoot down the constellation Sirius

操余弧兮反淪降		

Holding high my wooden bow, turning to shoot down the setting sun

援北斗兮酌桂漿		

Clasping the Plough, to drink my fill of osmanthus elixir

撰余轡兮高駝翔

Taking hold of my bridle, high aloft, to gallop at full pelt, soaring and wheeling

杳冥冥兮以東行

In the dark and deep, travelling on an eastward journey

Lines 11–18 detail the most elaborate musical ensemble described by Qu Yuan, including se zithers, drums, bells on racks, chi bamboo
flutes, and yu mouth organs (lines 11–13). There is mood (line 14), dancing (line 15), singing (line 16), and four technical musical
terms alone in line 17:
應

match [verb]

律

melody [noun]

和

harmony [verb]

節

metre [noun; also met in line 10 of “The Emperor of the East, the Supreme Unity”]

Together, this translates as: Matching the melody, in harmony with the metre.
This section of the poem crescendos to its climax in line 18 where “The gods approaching in their multitudes block out the sun.” Each
line adds another layer to the narrative in an unfolding of a musical form, which, when compared with the more static descriptions in
The Book of Songs, is a fresh and innovative departure.
My own journey of appreciation of Qu Yuan began more than thirty years ago as an undergraduate at Cambridge University, when I
first stumbled across David Hawkes’ seminal English translations (I could not read Chinese then) and set some of them to music for a
small ensemble of Western instruments and solo singers, including both poems quoted here. The pilgrimage has continued ever since
so that now I can appreciate and translate in my own fashion a small fraction of their original pristine linguistic beauty as it speaks
directly to us over the intervening millennia. ¢

D

r Colin Huehns studied violin with Emanuel Hurwitz.
His first experience in music from outside the Western
Classical tradition came at King’s College, Cambridge,
when he wrote a dissertation on the music of Hunza Valley and
Gilgit, Pakistan, an interest which culminated in a PhD thesis
awarded by Cambridge University for ‘Music in Northern Pakistan’
in 1992.
He studied composition at the Royal Academy of Music and has
remained active as a composer. Following a three-year British
Academy Research Fellowship at Cambridge, Colin spent three
years as a student at the Xi’an Music Conservatoire, studying the
erhu with the distinguished virtuoso Jin Wei.
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16 & 18 Jan 2020 (Thu & Sat) 8pm
Beethoven 250 JAAP’s Beethoven 1 | Lang Lang
Presented by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
Concert Hall, Hong Kong Cultural Centre
21 Jan 2020 (Tue) 8pm
Cello Recital by Wong Ka Lap
Theatre, Hong Kong City Hall
23 Jan 2020 (Thu) 8pm
JAAP | Prokofiev 5 & Rouse 5
Presented by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
Concert Hall, Hong Kong Cultural Centre
31 Jan & 1 Feb 2020 (Fri & Sat) 8pm
Beethoven 250 JAAP Beethoven 2 | Rudolf
Buchbinder
Presented by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
Concert Hall, Hong Kong Cultural Centre
5 Feb 2020 (Wed) 8pm
Swire Classic Insights
Presented by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
Sir Run Run Shaw Hall, The Chinese University of
Hong Kong
8 Feb 2020 (Sat) 8pm
The Dinosaur Footprints
Presented by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
Auditorium, Tsuen Wan Town Hall

兮

About the Author

Concert Diary (Hong Kong)

Since returning to the UK in 1999, he has taught electives in
non-Western, traditional, and folk music at the Academy. He
has also taught electives, which include learning the erhu, and
Chinese and British members of the dulcimer family. As well as
continuing to play the viol, viola, violin, rebec, Renaissance fiddle,
and various dulcimers, his main teaching, research, performance,
and composition interests now centre on his Chinese instruments,
which include some twenty different members of the erhu, yangqin,
and Mongolian horsehead fiddle families.
Colin’s erhu performances have included recitals in Munich, Leeds,
Cambridge, and Edinburgh, but he is particularly proud of having
recorded two CDs of erhu music written especially for him.

9 Feb 2020 (Sun) 3pm
Swire Sunday Family - The Dinosaur Footprints
Presented by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
Auditorium, Tsuen Wan Town Hall
12 & 13 Feb 2020 (Wed & Thu) 8pm
HKAF - Andris Nelsons with the Boston
Symphony Orchestra
Presented by Hong Kong Arts Festival Society Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong Cultural Centre
14 Feb 2020 (Fri) 8pm
Russian Moments I: Alexei Volodin in Recital
My University Spotlight Encounters (MUSE)
Grand Hall, Lee Shau Kee Lecture Centre, HKU
15 Feb 2020 (Sat) 8pm
Russian Moments II: Konstantin Lifschitz in
Recital
My University Spotlight Encounters (MUSE)
Grand Hall, Lee Shau Kee Lecture Centre, HKU
15 & 16 Feb 2020 (Sat & Sun) 8:15pm &
3:15pm
HKAF - Teatrocinema - Mahler’s Song of the
Earth
Presented by Hong Kong Arts Festival Society Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong City Hall
16 Feb 2020 (Sun) 3:30pm
Russian Moments III: Konstantin Lifschitz &
Alexei Volodin
My University Spotlight Encounters (MUSE)
Grand Hall, Lee Shau Kee Lecture Centre, HKU
16 Feb 2020 (Sun) 8pm
Russian Moments IV: Konstantin Lifschitz &
Alexei Volodin
My University Spotlight Encounters (MUSE)
Grand Hall, Lee Shau Kee Lecture Centre, HKU
17 Feb 2020 (Mon) 7:30pm
Beethoven Meets Mozart: Piano & Wind
Quintet
HK Phil x Tai Kwun: Chamber Music Series
JC Cube, Tai Kwun
18 & 19 Feb 2020 (Tue & Wed) 8:15pm
HKAF - The Shanghai Quartet
Presented by Hong Kong Arts Festival Society Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong City Hall
20 & 21 Feb 2020 (Thu & Fri) 8pm
Swire Classic Insights
Presented by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
Grand Hall, Lee Shau Kee Lecture Centre, HKU

20 & 21 Feb 2020 (Thu & Fri) 8pm
HKAF - Fly Higher: Charlie Parker @ 100
Presented by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
Concert Hall, Hong Kong Cultural Centre

17 Mar 2020 (Tue) 1pm
Blue Zone Music: Romer String Quartet
Presented by City University of Hong Kong
Blue Zone, City University of Hong Kong

21 Feb 2020 (Fri) 8pm
HKAF - HKCO : Music about China
Presented by Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong City Hall

20 & 21 Mar 2020 (Fri & Sat) 8pm
Beethoven 250 JAAP Beethoven 3 | Víkingur
Ólafsson
Presented by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
Concert Hall, Hong Kong Cultural Centre

22 Feb 2020 (Sat) 8:15pm
HKAF - Bayerisches Staatsorchester Ensemble
Presented by Hong Kong Arts Festival Society Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong City Hall
24 Feb 2020 (Mon) 8:15pm
HKAF - The Darius Brubeck Quartet
Presented by Hong Kong Arts Festival Society Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong City Hall
25 Feb 2020 (Tue) 8:15pm
HKAF - Prague Philharmonic Choir
Presented by Hong Kong Arts Festival Society Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong City Hall
26 & 27 Feb 2020 (Wed & Thu) 8pm
BEETHOVEN 250 JAAP’s Beethoven 5 | Rachel
Cheung
Presented by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
Auditorium, Tsuen Wan Town Hall
27 Feb 2020 (Thu) 7:30pm
Viennese Legacy: Concert XII
Tsang Shiu Tim Art Hall, The Hong Kong University
of Science & Technology
28 Feb 2020 (Fri) 7:30pm
HKAF - Ning Feng Solo Violin Recital
Presented by Hong Kong Arts Festival Society Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong City Hall
29 Feb 2020 (Sat) 8pm
HKAF - Kammerorchester Basel
Presented by Hong Kong Arts Festival Society Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong City Hall
2 Mar 2020 (Mon) 8:00pm
HKAF - Christian Gerhaher in Recital
Presented by Hong Kong Arts Festival Society Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong City Hall
6 Mar 2020 (Fri) 8pm
HKAF - Shanghai Chinese Orchestra: Shanghai
Odyssey – The Bund
Presented by Hong Kong Arts Festival Society Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong Cultural Centre
6 & 7 Mar 2020 (Fri & Sat) 8:15pm
HKAF - Freiburg Baroque Orchestra
Presented by Hong Kong Arts Festival Society Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong City Hall
7 Mar 2020 (Sat) 8pm
HKAF - Philharmonix – Around The World in
80 Minutes! Family Concert
Presented by Hong Kong Arts Festival Society Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong Cultural Centre
9 Mar 2020 (Mon) 8pm
HKAF - Los Angeles Master Chorale – Lasso’s
Lagrime Di San Pietro
Presented by Hong Kong Arts Festival Society Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong Cultural Centre
12 Mar 2020 (Thu) 8pm
HKAF - Midori with the Festival Strings
Lucerne
Presented by Hong Kong Arts Festival Society Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong Cultural Centre
13 Mar 2020 (Fri) 4:30pm & 8:15pm
HKAF - Anima Eterna Brugge - Family
Concerts
Presented by Hong Kong Arts Festival Society Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong City Hall
14 Mar 2020 (Sat) 8:15pm
HKAF - Anima Eterna Brugge
Presented by Hong Kong Arts Festival Society Limited
Concert Hall, Hong Kong City Hall

21 Mar 2020 (Sat) 8pm
Of Love and Beloved: Christoph Prégardien &
Roger Vignoles
My University Spotlight Encounters (MUSE)
Grand Hall, Lee Shau Kee Lecture Centre, HKU
23 Mar 2020 (Mon) 7:30pm
The Soldier and the Nightingale: Mixed
Ensemble
HK Phil x Tai Kwun: Chamber Music Series
JC Cube, Tai Kwun
26 Mar 2020 (Thu) 7:30pm
Viennese Legacy: Concert XIII
Tsang Shiu Tim Art Hall, The Hong Kong University
of Science & Technology
3 Apr 2020 (Fri) 8pm
Isabelle Faust and Alexander Melnikov:
Beethoven’s Complete Sonatas for Violin and
Piano I
My University Spotlight Encounters (MUSE)
Grand Hall, Lee Shau Kee Lecture Centre, HKU
3 & 4 Apr 2020 (Fri & Sat) 8pm
BBC Planet Earth II Live in Concert
Presented by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
Concert Hall, Hong Kong Cultural Centre
4 Apr 2020 (Sat) 8pm
Isabelle Faust and Alexander Melnikov:
Beethoven’s Complete Sonatas for Violin and
Piano II
My University Spotlight Encounters (MUSE)
Grand Hall, Lee Shau Kee Lecture Centre, HKU
5 Apr 2020 (Sun) 3pm
Swire Sunday Family: BBC Planet Earth II Live
in Concert
Presented by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
Concert Hall, Hong Kong Cultural Centre
5 Apr 2020 (Sun) 3pm
Isabelle Faust and Alexander Melnikov:
Beethoven’s Complete Sonatas for Violin and
Piano III
My University Spotlight Encounters (MUSE)
Grand Hall, Lee Shau Kee Lecture Centre, HKU
10 & 11 Apr 2020 (Fri & Sat) 8pm
Jurassic Park in Concert
Presented by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
Concert Hall, Hong Kong Cultural Centre
17 & 18 Apr 2020 (Fri & Sat) 8pm
Swire Maestro Series: Yu Long | Jian Wang’s
Don Quixote
Presented by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
Concert Hall, Hong Kong City Hall
20 Apr 2020 (Mon) 7:30pm
Rapturous Russian Quartets: String Quartet
HK Phil x Tai Kwun: Chamber Music Series
JC Cube, Tai Kwun
20 Apr 2020 (Mon) 1pm
Blue Zone Music: Song Recital by Carol Lin,
mezzo-soprano, and Alexander Wong, piano
Presented by City University of Hong Kong
Blue Zone, City University of Hong Kong
24 & 25 Apr 2020 (Fri & Sat) 8pm
Tchaikovsky Piano Concerto No.1
Presented by Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra
Concert Hall, Hong Kong Cultural Centre
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Concert XII		

thu

27 Feb 2020

Programme Preview

Sonata for Violin and Piano in G minor D. 385
Franz Schubert (1816)
I. Allegro Giusto; II. Andante; III. Menuetto: Allegro vivace - Trio;
IV. Allegro Moderator

A 14-Concert Series Featuring Chamber Music by
Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven and Schubert

T

he third and last in the 1816 set of three violin sonatas by Schubert,
this work in G minor, like the second work in A minor, maintains
the simpler façade of these sonatas compared with those of
Beethoven but retains something of a portentous quality beneath its
surface given by its minor key sonority. There’s a delicious dissonance,
for example, in the piano part at the heart of the opening melody— one

that firmly stamps this music as Schubert rather than Mozart. There’s also
plenty of Schubertian lyricism which we hear throughout but particularly
in the central slow movement. After a playful Mozartian minuet for the
third movement, the rondo finale spins some bel canto gold from a
melody simple yet sweet in minor key that modulates a few times before
arriving at a rousing finish.

Fantasy for violin and piano in C major D. 934
Franz Schubert (1826)
I. Andante molto; II. Allegretto; III. Andantino; IV. Tempo I – Allegro vivace

I

n 1826, some six years after his previous violin sonatas, Schubert
wrote his Rondo Brillante in B minor for violin and piano D. 895, a more
difficult work than his previous sonatas and designed to show off the
skills of the Czech virtuoso Josef Slavik. At the end of the following year,
after completing one of his late masterpieces, the song cycle Winterreise,
Schubert wrote the Fantasy in C major. Both musically and technically, the
Fantasy was on a whole new level compared with his earlier violin works.
Although marked in four movements, the Fantasy can be seen as either
in one movement or in seven sections depending on how you count
them. The unusual structure consists in essence of a series of contrasting
but linked sections built around a set of variations on one of Schubert’s
popular songs: Sei mir gegrüsst (‘I greet you’), which in turn was based
on a poem by Friedrich Rückert. The song’s somewhat deceptive title
hides the fact that it’s about the deep pain of severed love, something
that Schubert acutely conveyed in the emotionally charged writing of
both his original setting and in the version in this Fantasy.

June 2018 - June 2020
Kitty Cheung, violin | Joanne Kim, cello | Cindy Ho, piano | Evelyn Chang, piano | | Euna Kim, violin

In the slow introduction with which the Fantasy begins, the piano
plays a shimmering sequence of tremolandos while the violin floats
above the melee, performing a lovely sequence of arabesques. After
a short cadenza for both violin and piano, we are led into the faster
Allegretto section where the mistiness of the opening is blown away by

the rhythmic clarity of a new theme in A minor. This section eventually
leads without break into the heart of the work, the reworked version
of Sei mir gegrüsst. The theme is presented with the violin playing the
role of singer and the piano providing the richly textured harmony, then
we are led into a series of bravura variations which bring to mind the
virtuosity of Paganini. As a bridge into the final movement, Schubert
reprises measures from the shimmering opening of the Fantasy before
launching us into a lively upbeat Allegro vivace episode that gradually
becomes more tempestuous which then subsides into one more variation
on the song. This yields to the final tumultuous Presto section that leads
headlong with piano and violin rising on arpeggios to C somewhere high
up in the heavens.
Despite the sheer virtuosity of this work for both violinist and
pianist and its hugely abundant musicality, the Viennese audience who
first heard it were dismissive, with one critic commenting that it “occupied
rather too much of the time the Viennese are prepared to devote to the
pleasures of the mind.” Today, of course, we can indulge as much as we
like in the pleasures of the mind and despair a little at how foolish so
many people were for not recognizing the full genius of Schubert during
the short time that he was alive.

Sonata for Violin and Piano in F major K. 547
I. Andante cantabile; II. Allego; III. Andane con variazioni
Tsang Shiu Tim Art Hall, The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Clear Water Bay, Hong Kong, 7:30pm Free Admission
For more details, please visit: http://www.hkustcfa.net/
Organiser:

Sponsor:

Acknowledgement:

T

he last of Mozart’s sonatas for violin and keyboard, this work is
something of a curious throwback especially coming after the
last three great sonatas that did so much to put both instruments
on a level playing field. It comes surprisingly from one of Mozart’s most
fertile periods when he wrote his last three symphonies, the piano trio in
E major, K. 542, and the divertimento for string trio, K. 563, all of which
were written in rapid succession in the summer of 1788.

Mozart (1788)

Apparently in need of some fast cash, Mozart turned to the
lucrative market of technically undemanding music for amateurs, and
on 26 June 1788 Mozart entered his famous Piano Sonata in C major
K. 545 into his catalogue of works, listing it as ‘A little Piano Sonata for
beginners’. This remains a remarkable work that somehow manages to
combine ease of playability with profound musical originality. The Violin
Sonata in F major, completed on 10 July, was described by Mozart in
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very similar terms: ‘A little Piano Sonata for beginners with a violin’. While
it does not achieve the musical heights of the piano sonata, it is still a
charming and attractive work and although the violin part is rather simple,
the piano part is certainly not!
In three movements, the order is unlike any other for Mozart with
a fast expansive middle movement flanked by two slower movements.
The opening Andante cantabile is in the form of a rondo in which there is

significant dialogue between both instruments. The keyboard dominates
the latter two movements, however, and in the final movement, which is
in the form of theme and set of six variations, the violin even drops out
entirely in the fifth F minor variation. Nevertheless, the violin comes into
the spotlight in the fourth variation and it returns, albeit in a supportive
role, in the last variation. A final irony about this work and its famous
companion Piano Sonata, given their origins, is that neither were
published within the composer’s lifetime.

Sonata No. 3 for Cello and Piano in A major Op. 69
I. Allegro ma non tanto; II. Scherzo. Allegro molto;
III. Adagio cantabile – Allegro vivace

W

ritten on and off between 1806 and 1808, the third and most
famous of Beethoven’s cello sonatas came more than a
decade after his Op. 5 sonatas, placing it in his middle period
around the same time as his fifth and sixth symphonies, one of the most
productive periods in the composer’s life. The style of composition is less
dense than that of the early sonatas, perhaps with Beethoven having
gained greater confidence in balancing the two instruments. Indeed,
the cellist Steven Isserlis declares the work to be the first cello sonata in
history to give the two instruments equal importance.

The work begins with a grand and lyrical opening melody
on the solo cello that the piano then picks up and restates. The sound
becomes more animated and agitated but then makes way for a new
and equally impressive theme that also then evolves into a more agitated
form. Enigmatically, Beethoven gave this cello sonata the heading “Inter
Lacrimas et Luctum”, “Amid Tears and Sorrow”. While there are some
profoundly tender moments in this work and outbursts of great passion,

Concert XIII		

thu

it is so full of rich melody that one cannot help but feel warmed and
inspired by Beethoven’s continual inventiveness. The movement reaches
its biggest climax when both instruments play the opening theme
together in the concluding coda.
The ensuing scherzo opens with a catchy minor key melody
full of syncopated off-beats and the cello soaring to new heights.
Beethoven alternates this theme with a major key passage where the
cello accompanies the piano. While the sonata lacks a fully independent
slow movement, Beethoven begins the last movement with a slow
introduction marked Adagio cantabile which despite being only 18 bars
in length, provides a passage of gentle repose, particularly for the cello.
The Allegro vivace that follows makes for an optimistic virtuosic finale
tempered by passages of lyrical contemplation. The work ends on a
rousing note of spiritual healing that cannot fail to leave the listener
feeling elevated.

26 Mar 2020

Sonata for Violin and Keyboard in F major No. 7
I. Allegro moderato; II. Andante; III. Vivace assai

L

ike all but one of Haydn’s violin sonatas, No. 7 in F major is a
transcription of another work, in this case the String Quartet in F
Major, Op. 77, No. 2, which was Haydn’s final full string quartet.
Haydn wrote as many as 67 string quartets, a genre he more or less
invented and elevated to an extraordinary level that perhaps only Mozart
and Beethoven surpassed. Like those two composers, whose later works
demonstrated a continually evolving level of sophistication and mastery,
Haydn’s powers of inventiveness increased over the years. Thus the F
major String Quartet from which this violin sonata was derived is a very
fine work in its own right. So what are we to make of this version for violin
and piano? It’s not clear why Haydn would have made the arrangement
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Beethoven (1803)

Joseph Haydn (1799)

or whether he was even responsible. The violin and piano version also
eliminates the original’s minuet and trio. Nevertheless, given the strange
dearth of real violin sonatas from this great Viennese composer, the
transcription still stands well as a substitute. After the graceful opening
movement, the middle movement begins with an attractive melody
played by piano solo. The violin then enters and the rest of the movement
unfolds in what is, in effect, a series of variations with the main theme
kept intact but carried by modulations in the supporting voices. The last
movement too, like the central movement, consists of basically just one
theme but dressed in multiple guises.

Sonata No. 10 for Violin and Piano in G major Op. 96
Beethoven (1812)
I. Allegro moderato; II. Adagio espressivo; III. Scherzo: Allegro - Trio;
IV. Poco allegretto

B

eethoven’s last sonata for violin and piano was written at the
tail end of his middle period and already showed some of the
hallmarks of his later style including a greater density of ideas,
more extensive excursions that at times sounded semi-improvised and
had a stronger sense of the sonata being an integrated whole. Dedicated
to his close friend and loyal patron, the Archduke Rudolph, the work was
first performed by the Archduke on piano and Pierre Rode, who at his
peak was considered to be one of the finest violinists of his day. While
Beethoven wrote the work with Rode and the Archduke in mind, it seems
that he was less than satisfied with Rode’s playing and had to make
some accommodation for it, something in his pursuit of musical idealism
he was usually loath to do. In a letter to the Archduke he wrote: “In our
finales we like to have fairly noisy passages but Rode does not care
for them - and so I have been rather hampered.” Notwithstanding this,
Beethoven still mustered a healthy dose of pizzazz for the last movement.
Like the A major sonata Op 30 No 1, it consists of another theme and set
of variations, but here the variations wander off into more remote areas
while Beethoven’s more integrated approach to the form packages them
without break as a seamless whole.
The graceful first movement is notable for the way it flowers from

its brief opening phrase featuring four notes and a trill articulated by
the solo violin. From this seed, arpeggiated figures emerge and evolve
and are passed back and forth between violin and piano. The second
movement is another one of Beethoven’s ethereal slow movements of
heart-stopping beauty. The piano begins with a solemn hymn that the
violin picks up in a new but equally serene guise. Using the symphonic
template that Beethoven pioneered for his larger sonatas, Op. 96
includes a scherzo movement cast in a minor key that after a trio section,
returns and then wittily concludes via a coda in the major mode.
In a review of the first performance of this sonata, one critic
praised the Archduke’s excellent playing but was somewhat less kind
about Rode’s performance, and said this about the sonata: “Nothing
more can be said of this work than it leaves behind all [Beethoven’s]
other works of this kind for it surpasses almost all of them in popularity,
wit, and spirit.” The critic was wrong in assessing the work’s popularity
for it remains perhaps less popular than the Spring Sonata and the
Kreutzer. But this sonata is widely considered to be his greatest and most
sophisticated of the ten violin sonatas, making for a fitting conclusion to
this series of the complete Beethoven sonatas.

Sonata No. 5 for Cello and Piano in D major Op. 102 No. 2 Beethoven (1812-1817)
I. Allegro con brio; II. Adagio con molto sentimento d’affetto – Attacca
III. Allegro – Allegro fugato

T

he two Cello Sonatas of Op. 102 were both written between 1812
and 1817 for the cellist Joseph Linke and dedicated to Countess
Marie von Erdődy, both close friends of Beethoven. In 1808 Linke
had joined the string quartet of Ignaz Schuppanzigh, famous for their
performances of Beethoven’s groundbreaking works in this medium. The
long gestation period of these cello sonatas probably reflects not only
Beethoven’s increasing struggles with his loss of hearing and his health
but also with his increasingly condensed and demanding new approach
to composition adopted in his third or late period. While the second
sonata of op. 102 departs less from traditional forms than the first - it is
in three movements, fast, slow and fast - the last movement adopts what
became one of his signature trademarks we often associate with late
Beethoven: the use of fugal forms, something he took to new extremes in

the Hammerklavier Piano Sonata and The Grosse Fugue String Quartet.
Unlike the elegiac opening of the Op. 102 No 1, the first movement
opens with what seems like an energetically robust idea full of forward
momentum but we soon realize it’s going to proceed in fits and starts
as Beethoven defies expectations at almost every turn. In contrast the
slow movement is a steady albeit dark hymn in which the cello and piano
plummet into new spiritual depths. The second movement is actually
the first full length slow movement in any of Beethoven’s cello sonatas
although it leads into the third movement almost with break with a
series of harmonic shifts. The shock of the last movement fugato, with
its sometimes harsh dissonances, is all the more radical because of the
slow hymn that came before it, but here we witness the one seed that
germinated into the extraordinary fugues of his later works. ¢

About the author: Julian Brown is a writer and violinist based in Mountain View, California. Born in the UK, he lived
for many years in London and has performed in both London and the San Francisco Bay Area. He is the co-founder of
the Cal Arte Ensemble, which performs numerous chamber concerts a year in the Bay Area, aiming to make great music
available to a wider audience. He also serves as concertmaster for several orchestras including the Cambrian Symphony
and the Palo Alto Philharmonic. For more information see https://www.julianbrown.xyz.
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Young Musicians Series Concert Preview

An die Musik
Thursday, 30th April, 2020, 4pm

I

n music, as in the arts in general, it is essential that we never

“In a word, I feel myself to be the most unhappy and
wretched creature in the world.”

stop looking for something new, that we always exercise

Schubert’s letter to his painter friend

our creativity. So, as we challenge the students each time to

Kupelwieser on 31 March 1824

find new tone colours from the instruments and new ways of
expressing themselves, we also challenge ourselves to come up
with new formats to put a programme together. In combining
scenes re-enacted from diaries, letters and newspaper cuttings,
we hope this concert will give the audience and the performers a
memorable experience of Schubert’s remarkable life.
The sources of these documents come from Otto Deutsch’s
book “The Schubert Reader”. Deutsch was the main cataloguer of

“To-day I composed for money for the first time.”

Schubert’s works, which is why the works are often accompanied

Schubert’s Diary entry on 17th June 1816

by a D number (eg. D459). There is also a similar book on J. S.
Bach called “The Bach Reader”, and another one on Ravel called
“A Ravel Reader”. ¢

“They greatly praise Schubert, but it is said that he
“Man resembles a ball, to be played with by chance

hides himself.”

and passion.”
Beethoven’s nephew writing in
Schubert’s Diary entry on 17th June 1816

Beethoven’s conversation book in August 1823

* Photos taken during the dress rehearsal in September 2019.
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